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EHDI Systems
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�questions/comments
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Who are you?

�Activist, Advocate, challenger, 

change-agent, collaborator, 
community developer, 

educator, facilitator, framer, 
innovator, life-long learner, 
listenerlistenerlistenerlistener, mediator, mentor and 
coachcoachcoachcoach, negotiator, participant, 

professional team member, 

story-teller, role model, 

supporter, visionary…… LEADER



H&V Mission & Vision 

Mission Statement:

Hands & Voices is a parent 
driven organization that 
supports families with 
children who are Deaf or 
Hard of Hearing without a 
bias around 
communication modes or 
methodology.
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Vision Statement: 

We envision a world 
where children who are 
deaf and hard of 
hearing have every 
opportunity to achieve 
their full potential.

Motto:  “What works for the child is what 

makes the choice right” 



www.handsandvoices.org

What’s Leadership Got to do 

with our growth?
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1 Chapter – 1997
45 Chapters – 2015
23 Approved GBYS programs - 2014



Leadership

“There are many people who think 
they want to be matadors, only to 
find themselves in the ring with 
2000 Lbs. of bull bearing down on 
them, and then discover that what 
they really wanted was to wear 
tight pants and hear the crowd 

roar.”   

- Terry Pearce



“It is not easy for us as leaders to 
give up the experience of ourselves 

as being burdened by heavy 
responsibility and immense 

complexity.  It is not easy for us to 
accept the possibility that we do not 
have to be burdened, and that we 

play a central part in whether or not 
we are burdened.”

Barry Oshry, “The Possibilities of 
Organization”
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unpublished

• “Who am I to be talking about 
a topic as lofty as leadership?  
There are hundreds of books 
written about this subject 
matter already.  They are 
mostly written by highly 
educated researchers, or 
famous people who have 
accomplished a lot in life. But 
this book is about the concept 
of ordinary people embracing 
the aspects of leadership in 
their everyday lives.  I can 
relate to ordinary.  I feel quite 
qualified all of the sudden.”

-The Accidental Leader, Page 15



Organizational Leadership at H&V

� We make leaders

� Managing organizations and 

people

� Annual H&V Leadership 
Conference

� We use our resources

� The Wisdom Among Us

� The ‘body of knowledge’ out 

there

� We have high standards yet 
realistic to our lives
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What our parent leaders look 
like at Hands & Voices
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� Honest

� Forward-Looking and 
Thinking

� Competent

� Inspiring

� Intelligent

� Fair-Minded

� Broad-minded

� Courageous

� Straightforward

� Imaginative

� Standard Bearer

� Developer

� Integrator

� Decisive

� Mature

� Serious

� Sense of humor

� Mother to all

� Father to all

� Able to take criticism

� Able to give criticism

� Creative – Outside of the box thinker

� Working within boundaries or limitations

� Most of All. . .
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� Very Tired

� Overworked

� Under paid

� Under appreciated

� Slightly crazy

� And. . .

“I think we are all slowly 

going crazy and we haven't 

recognized it yet” – an email from an 

H&V HQ staff member on a particularly 

busy day



Balancing forward motion 
with sustainability

� Our culture of YES!
� Saying yes to the need.

� Saying yes to new ideas.

� Saying yes, and then figuring it out…

� Saying yes, yes, yes…

� The Culture of sustainability
� The art of replacing yourself

� Prioritizing ‘yes’

� And why ‘no’ is also OK

� Sustainability is not just money –

� Time

� Energy

� Passion

� Motivation
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It’s never about one person…
� WWJD (What Would Janet Do?)
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Succession Planning

“I would argue that replacing yourself is one of the 
most challenging parts of leadership- Succession is 
really really difficult.”

– Brad Lominick



No…don’t leave… BUT LEAD!!

� Is it time for you to replace yourself? Have the courage to always leave before you need to or have to.

� Who are you grooming to step into your role? Start looking and grooming the next leader way sooner than 
you think you need to.

� Does the organization or initiative need a fresh perspective and fresh eyes? Most of the time the answer 
is yes.

� Power corrupts. Don’t let your power trip end up keeping you from correctly leading the organization into 
the next season of healthy organizational life.

� Seek wisdom from inside and outside the organization. Seek counsel from trusted friends and advisors, as 
well as team members internally who can speak the truth.

� The legacy of your leadership relies significantly on how well 
the organization continues to thrive after you are gone. Your 
replacement is a direct reflection of the quality of your 
leadership.

(May 11th, 2013 by bradlomenick in leadership,Leadership Rules)



Think about….

� Put energy and intention into growing leaders.

� Identify potential

� Put energy into your own leadership development.

� Know your strengths and limitations

� Share responsibilities

� We already know that you could do it better, that’s not the 

point.



You need more than 
inspiration

“ ‘A long journey starts with a single 
step.’  As clichés go, that’s pretty 

wise...But you know what else starts 
with a single step?  An ill-conceived 
amble that you abandon after a few 

minutes…”

Heath, D., Heath C., Switch – Page 250
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Learning to Lead…

� Get some training & build your 
skills

� Get connected

� Consider your 
strengths/weaknesses

� Say ‘yes’ to opportunities

� Do what you say you’ll do

� Recruit, delegate & inspire!

� Recognize your power as a 
parent

� Find a mentor



Understanding Your Own Skill Sets

� Leadership or visionary Level:

� (vision, risk, influence, value)

� Managerial level:

� (communicate, coordinate, translate)

� Task Level:

� (professional, technical, clerical, support)

� Citation:  2002 CO nonprofit Leadership and Management Program
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Know your strengths and 

weaknesses

� Letting go….(of what you don’t do well)

� Letting go…to build more leadership 
within your organization

� Ask for advice

� Listen to others

� Be confident!



Are you going to be the boss or are you 
going to be the leader?

� A boss drives others; a leader coaches them toward their best 
performance.

� A boss instills fear; a leader inspires enthusiasm.

� A boss blames others; a leader works to help repair the damage and 
understand what happened so it won't occur again.

� A boss thinks in terms of him or herself; a leader thinks in terms of we.

� A boss depends on his or her own authority; a leader depends, along 
with the entire team, on mutual accountability and trust.

� A boss uses people; a leader is interested in helping them grow and 
develop.

� A boss takes the credit; a leader gives credit to others.

� A boss is a commander; a leader is more concerned with asking and 
listening.

� The boss says Go!; the leader says Let's go!
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We all are…

� TOPS

� MIDDLES

� BOTTOMS
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The Oshry

Model



Complexity of Systems
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Collaboration on Complex 
Issues

� Co-Existence

� Know about each other but don’t come together; No direct relationships

� Networking

� Informal discussions, information sharing, not about shared decision making

� Cooperation

� Acknowledgment of common interests/issues/agendas

� Collaboration

� Trust is implicit; has shared decision making; means giving up some things 

� Partnership

� Works from an agreed shared values base e.g. trust, honesty, openness;  

sharing of risks and rewards, resources, accountability, visions and ideas, 

decision making. About the way things are done rather than the evenness 
(or not) or power, control, and resources

� Source: potential of partnership Craig & Courtney 2004copyright (c) Hands & Voices 2015



It’s about communication and 
trust (both individually and organizationally)

� Encourage open discussion

� Reward truth-speakers

� Invite new perspectives to the discussion

� Build in time to reflect and revisit tough decisions

� Sometimes you need to sublimate your own 
needs/beliefs/perspectives to move an agenda forward

� These tools may not eliminate conflict, but create 
positive communication environments
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There are two kinds of people, 

those who do the work and those 

who take the credit. Try to be in 

the first group; there is less 

competition there. - Indira

Gandhi
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Seeking Balance in non-profit 

work

Nonprofit employees are known for their dedication to their 
jobs, devotion to their organization’s missions and passion 
for their careers. In the study The Voices of Nonprofit 
Talent, Commongood Careers found that 84 percent of 
nonprofit jobseekers saw work as part of their identities, 
not just a way to make a living. While this level of 
commitment is a driving factor when it comes to working for 
social change, it also can be a factor in the ability for 
nonprofit leaders to find a healthy balance between their 
work life and personal life.

Source:  http://www.cgcareers.org/articles/detail/the-quest-for-work-
life-balance-in-a-nonprofit-job/



Find your balance…. You know what it is….



Leading With the 

System
Terri Patterson

Chapter Support Coordinator, Hands & Voices

Executive Director, Georgia Hands & Voices

Guide By Your Side Program Director, Georgia Hands 
&Voices



A Little Theory First…

Top Down vs. Bottom Up Leadership

� Top Down Leadership

� More formal

� Grounded in authority 

� Involves more technical elements

� Bottom Up Leadership

� More informal

� Rises up from those who are impacted.

� Those affected drive for practice change through a learning 
partnership based on

� research, data and diverse perspectives

� Looks for solutions and creates an action plan

� Action is driven by shared recognition of persistent problems and 
consensus on strategies

� Leadership isn’t fixed, but emerges through knowledge, level of 
experience and skills needed at a particular point in time



How Can Parent Leaders 

Represent? Parent 
participation 
in advocacy…

In the system.

Parent-to-
Parent…

For each 
other.

Parent-led, 
centered, 
involved, 
directed…

For their child.



Parent 
Involvement/Leadership 
Provides:
� Unique perspective of a vested stakeholder

� Motivated and personal commitment to improvement of 

the system

� Lifelong case manager: Understands how different 

systems/seasons of life relate to each other

� Systems that are appropriate for and acceptable to 

families

� The ‘system’ is relevant to the actual diverse life 

experiences of families

� Better outcomes for kids

� Parent-tested



Back to Theory…

“Leading by Convening”*

� Convening is 

� more than just a meeting 

� greater than the facilitation of a meeting

It’s the beginning of a relationship 

focused on a practice of change.

*Leading by Convening-A Blueprint for Authentic Stakeholder Engagement is a 

document that began as an effort to manualize the strategy developed through 

OSEP’s investment in the IDEA Partnership. www.IDEApartnership.org



Relationships Are Built On…

� Knowing who I am  

� Knowing who WE are

� Knowing WHERE we are going

� Seeds of Trust

� 0ld perceptions may show up in new relationships, let’s be honest, 

so…

� Past personal experiences

� Show authentic appreciation

� Everyone is consistently treated with respect for their role and views

� Set the tone



Engagement is Key to 

Bottom Up Leadership

� Takes more time, but…

� Provides more benefits:

� More opportunities for perspective sharing

� Broader array of perspectives leads to a broader spectrum of possible 

solutions

� Leads to natural supports for sustainability as strategies have been 

proposed, validated and implemented by those at the practice level

We are here because we are all engaged and are working 

towards practice change and improvement, regardless of 

how our capacity and passion varies, right?!



Now Let’s Convene… 

�Ask 4 Simple Questions:

�Who cares and why?

�What work is already currently 

happening separately?

�What shared work could unite us?

�What could deepen our relationship?



Who Are the Stakeholders?

� Stop breaking it down by the discipline

� Who has to make the changes and is involved in the 

implementation

� Who oversees those who have to make the changes

� Who are the individuals/groups that are paying attention 

to the changes being made

***Engage stakeholders who are representative, 

relevant, purposeful, knowledgeable and influential.



Engaging Everybody: Shallow to Deep  

� “…but, we will have 200 people at every meeting.”

� For most issues, people want to be involved, but not 
necessarily physically present.

� We often mistake participation for involvement 

� You may review your participant list and feel good that your message is 
being heard, however, it’s just that…a list.

� To engage people, you have to support and encourage interactions, 
exchange views and form opinions about the personal and professional
value of continuing to engage.

� People generally sort themselves out by the WAY they want to 
be engaged…  

So, intentionally ask at which level individuals want to be 
engaged, early in your collaborations, you can be 

inclusive with structure. 



Core Team

Key Participants/Advisors

Extended Participants/

Feedback Network

Dissemination Networks

Circle of 
Engagement



Ensuring Relevant Engagement

� Adaptive vs. Technical Elements

� Technical Elements can be solved by the right 
information and expert advice

� Adaptive, AKA Human, Elements

� Value each and all perspectives

� Agree upon data sources that contribute to 
understanding the issue

� Commit to reaching consensus

� Collective impact > the individual impact

� Agree to move on specific actionable goals: ACT

� Acknowledge individuality of language in discussing the 
issue



Learning the Language

� Different groups = Different ways of talking 

about shared issues

� Vocabulary, programs and funding streams 

contribute to the lack of clarity around shared 

interests 

� So, do you create a common vocabulary…and 

add MORE terminology?

� Be intentional about learning how your partners 

describe your shared work…learn the language.



Moving Forward

� Ensure diversity among relevant stakeholder representatives

� This includes diversity of Parent perspectives/experiences

� Create opportunities for engagement on the issue

� When parents are involved, be mindful of their availability, 
they’re not in the cubicle next to you

� Work together to facilitate understanding of the issue and 
diverse perspectives

� Acknowledge evolving leadership roles; rotate and share 
leadership

� Create the conditions for success in a Performance Culture

� Go the extra mile

� Execute good decisions

� Even when no one is watching



Collaboration and 

Partnership with 

Deaf/Hard of 

Hearing Leaders



Deaf/hard of hearing leaders:
Personal 

Professional

Hands & Voices

Community

Beyond hearing…





What does this connection provide to 

families and organizations? 

• Calms anxiety

• A personal connection to hearing loss beyond 
the audiogram

• Begins to build a relationship with the “person”

• Demonstrates new ways of communicating

• Safe place to ask questions

• Increases the family’s and the organizations 
openness to examining issues in greater detail



� Deaf and hard of hearing leaders positively influence systems and services

� Deaf and hard of hearing leaders may speak to the child’s upcoming needs

“Parents that see deaf 
and hard of hearing 
professionals as 
valuable members of 
their team begin to see 
the potential in their 
child.” 



� The family that is exposed to a variety of Deaf leaders will 

gain a rich resource of experiences to draw from for their 

child

� Understanding all aspects of choices and   opportunities 

provides lifetime benefits   

� “After I met several deaf/hard of hearing adults 

the goals for our child started to make sense.”

The parenting journey



� Families do not need be in a crisis to benefit from 
connecting with Deaf and hard of hearing 
professionals

� The biggest obstacle is when people think D/HH 
people can only fill certain roles

� Move beyond filling a postion

� This not about matching modality, method, 
communication or hearing

� Deaf leaders that are embedded in healthy systems 
work to support all families and the professionals in 
their work

Reframing biases



� “Advocacy must be your strength.”

� “There is no right or wrong way to be Deaf or 
hard of hearing.” Rachel Kolb TED Talks

� “Sometimes the people who know the least 
about hearing loss are easier to work with and 
open to learning.”

� “Learning about accommodations/technology 
and trouble shooting is an ongoing process.”

� “I see myself as an attorney first, not a deaf 
person.” 

What D/HH leaders have 

shared…



� “With the continued advances in understanding language, 

technology and exposure to D/HH leaders we will see more 

high achieving and successful individuals out there and in the 

years to come.”

� “The increase of Deaf/HH leaders is a testament to the 

changes in education, attitudes and technology.” 

� “You must have confidence in your rights, accommodations 

and know more about accessing your rights than the 

employer.” 

� “Someone has to be first-start and others will follow.”

� “Learn to become a part of a team.” 



� A formalized system to ensure that each family has multiple 

opportunities for meaningful interactions with positive leaders 

from the time of identification through adulthood

� Continued early intervention research supporting deaf and 

hard of hearing professionals in the system 2013 Supplement 

to the JCHI 2007 Principles and Guidelines for Early 

Intervention After Confirmation that a Child is Deaf or Hard of 

Hearing 

http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/early/2013/03/18/

peds.2013-0008.citation 

In our organization…



� Diverse, positive, professional Deaf and hard of hearing 

leaders

� A connection to H&V chapters all over

� The Art of Story, Unbiased support  and ongoing H&V 

training

� Belonging and recognizing our leadership potential and 

strengths beyond our “hearing”

Hands & Voices





“I am only one, but still I am 

one.

I cannot do everything, but still 

I can do something;

And because I cannot do 

everything;

I will not refuse to do 

something that I can do.”

Helen Keller: American author, political activist, first deaf blind person to obtain a college 

degree 
June 27th, 1880- June 1st , 1968



More than My Story: 

The Role of Parents 

on EHDI Teams
Sara Kennedy

Colorado H&V Executive Director

Editor, the H&V Communicator

With thanks to a host of fellow parents



The Why of Engagement 

“Not another family!”  

“..experience the same great 

supports we had.” 

“Everyone should know about 

xyz.”

“I want to pay it forward.” 

“It was criminal how we were 

treated.” 

� Standing in for families who 

can’t be represented

� Process-focused more than 

outcome-focused

� Respect for individual families 

and their impact on a system 

� Seeing the parent and child 

voice as crucial to system 

improvement

� For ourselves, for each other, 

for the future



Anger isn’t a sustainable 

reason



Stories as Agents for Change
� Bringing the 360 degree view

� Unintended Consequences

� Opportunities for Improvement



Questions for New Parent 

Leaders

Refining My Own Story

Should I even tell my story? 

What is important about my story for 

this audience?

Have I had negative experiences that 

are still bothering me and will be 

difficult to share in a constructive 

manner?

What part of my story is important 

for effecting change with this group? 

Seeking Out the Stories of Others

As a parent leader, it is your 

job to bring the parent 

voice. 

Bring  it. 



Staying In Touch With he Parent 

Meeting EHDI in March 2015 & 

Beyond
� Why did you return for the rescreen? 

� What do you wish had happened? 

� How do you best get information? 

� This is what is ideal: where does your story fit?  



Getting a Family’s Life Back 

I wish we could 
go back to that 
ENT and the 
Audi who told us 
“not to worry; 
she has one 
good ear.” 



Learning the EHDI system 

From This 

� “Why can’t we write a 

law that says ALL 

children need to….”

� “The state should pay for 

that.” 

� “All families should have 

a School for the Deaf 

contact.”

To This
� Familiar with EHDI 

guidelines, JCIH 
Guidelines, best practices, 
licensure

� “Have we tried? 

� Why is that?

� Know the state system 
intimately, and not just 
for your zip code

� And shed light on issues 
through story sharing 



If not you, then who? 

Let your needs be 
made known

� More orientation needed?  

� Asking to observe 

� Lean on the expertise of others

� Take care of your own basic needs

� Who do you talk to about payment? 

� Alphabet Soup in EHDI? 

Make sure your role is clearly defined

� Write your own job description 

with the team. 

� Think about your aptitude and 

talents you possess and use them! 

Are you a good writer?  Presenter?        

Researcher? Networker? Offer your 

strengths to contribute to the team. 



Parents: Growing in 

Complementary Expertise 
� Don’t ‘demand’ respect from 

professionals, ‘command’ it 

� by being prepared for meetings, 

� coming on time, 

� Staying succinctly on topic

� and giving input and suggestions that 
can make a difference

� Not “all about me” but all about 
families

� Bring the day to day life with a deaf 
child back in view

� Scope of work: less a “to do list” than 
bringing a full perspective from 
families

� Learn stories far afield from my own



Continuum of Leadership

From newbie 

� “For a lot of doctors and 

staff that I worked with 

on my team, this was the 

first time they ever had 

a parent involved. It was 

a really new dynamic 

and it took a while to 

kind of figure out how I 

could work with them 

and how they could work 

with me. “ 

To Committed 

“Veteran” 

� When we get bogged 

down in the details, it is 

often the voice of the 

parent that gets us 

moving again. 

� Bringing new information 

about what works. 



Just One of my WHYS 

Resources: 

NICHQ Parent Partner Guide

Institute for Family-Centered Care

www.familycenteredcare.org

Essential Allies:  Families as Advisors

Blogs: Hopeful Parents

Shut Up About Your Perfect 
Kid

Here’s to creating more positive 
journeys for the next family, and 
the next! 

Sara@cohandsandvoices.org



Keeping the Passion
Karen Putz

Hands & Voices Board Member

Co-Coordinator of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Infusion

Founder of IL Hands & Voices



Passion is your joy. It 

is the essence of who 

you are.

You have to unwrap it 

to find it. 

~Jackie St. Onge



On the other hand…

The real meaning of passion: 

“To Suffer”

Being willing to suffer 

for what you love.





What is the “why” of what 

you do 

in Early Hearing Detection 

and Early Intervention? 

(EHDI) 



What you put your attention 

on grows stronger in your life.



• You find yourself pushing outcomes for a family

• You begin steering a family into a certain 

direction

• You begin saying, “I think you should do…”

• You forget that it is the family’s journey, not 

yours



What do you want people to remember 

about you

and what you do? 

(Don’t be the professional 

on the deathbed)



At times our own light goes 

out and is rekindled by a spark 

from another person. Each of 

us has cause to think with 

deep gratitude of those who 

have lighted the flame within 

us.

-Albert Schweitzer 



“Forces beyond your control 

can take away everything 

you possess except one 

thing, your freedom to 

choose how you will respond 

to the situation.” 

― Viktor E. Frankl



Genshai
You should never treat another
person in a manner that would 
make them feel small.
(Including yourself!)

What is the basis of family support  in early intervention? 



And finally…. The ‘ask’
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….Just Lead already

“I can’t do everything, but I can 
do something.” – Parent Teresa Kazemir, 

H&V BC Chapter leader at the 2014 H&V 

Leadership Conference

� And… on behalf of every family you personally serve 

and every family that benefits from your 

improvements systemically

….Thank youThank youThank youThank you



From Good to Great

When all these pieces come together, not only 
does your work move toward greatness, but so 
does your life.  For, in the end, it is impossible 
to have a meaningful life without meaningful 
work.  Perhaps, then, you might gain that rare 
tranquility that comes from knowing that you’ve 
had a hand in creating something of intrinsic 
excellence that makes a contribution.  Indeed, 
you might even gain that deepest of all 
satisfactions:  knowing that your short time here 
on this earth has been well spent, and that it 
mattered.           - Jim Collins
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Hands & Voices 

Add other contact info. Of presenters

Janet DesGeorges, 

Executive Director

PO Box 3093

Boulder, CO 80307

303-492-6283

janet@handsandvoices.org

Other H&V websites:

www.deafed.net

www.ndepnow.org

www.handsandvoices.org


